A beam structure in presence of crack subjected to both bending and axial load has been investigated for damage diagnosis to predict crack location and crack depth based on an optimized intelligent technique using genetic algorithms approach. Numerical with experimental investigations have been conducted in a free-free beam model to calculate natural frequencies. In this work, genetic algorithm as an optimized artificial intelligent technique has been used which employs first three relative modal parameters like natural frequencies as input data taken from numerical and experimental results to obtain optimized crack locations and crack depths as output parameters. This methodology has been found to be quite reliable for fault diagnosis by monitoring the possible variations in the relative natural frequencies of a free-free beam element in presence of crack. This paper also gives an insight into the deviation of the results of the proposed methodology from the experimental result.
INTRODUCTION
Presence of crack in engineering structures is the most critical fault and its accurate detection and proper diagnosis at early stage has been a challenging work for researchers. In the present work, genetic algorithm as an artificial intelligence technique has been established as an effective methodology for crack detection and diagnosis. Genetic algorithm technique is a computational methodology adopting the concepts of Darwin's theory of natural evolution. It choses few good number of solutions from available solution which is subjected to crossover and mutation as a part of reproduction process. The output solution is expected to be better and improved as compared to the previous solutions. This process has attracted many researchers because of its operational simplicity and accuracy. Present study suggests a novel genetic algorithm technique for crack diagnosis in a free-free aluminum beam with a transverse crack. The relative changes in vibration parameters due to the presence of crack are the basis for crack diagnosis in a cracked beam structure. An initial data pool that constitutes different vibration characteristics is created using the result of numerical and theoretical analysis. In this study, the mode shapes of experimental and numerical analysis are compared as an evidence of correctness of numerical procedure.
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First three relative natural frequencies (usually lower natural frequencies) obtained from experimental analysis are considered as input parameters to the proposed GA model. The two output parameters obtained from GA technique are relative crack location and relative crack depth which are then compared with the corresponding experimental results and the deviation in the results is presented. This methodology performs under the survival of the fittest principle by refining a set of solution in an iterative manner. This intelligent technique is a population based ecology inspired evolutionary algorithm which uses elements from search space in the form of binary strings. Genetic algorithm works on digital platform based selection procedure using biological mechanism. Generalizing the statement, it selects the biological species that have adopted, survived and flourished in a highly competitive environment, based on the fundamental principle of survival of the fittest concept.
He et al. [1] have developed a model that uses genetic algorithm concept to detect a crack on a shaft and optimized it using finite element method and have applied the model for outputs as solutions. Halo and Xia [2] have used a real number encoding system in the genetic algorithm for detection of crack in the damaged structures and compared the changes in measurements using minimized objective function. Krawczuk [3] have developed a working crack model identification using the combined model of genetic algorithm, gradient technique and wave propagation in a beam structure. He and Hwang [4] have used the combination of adaptive genetic algorithm based real parameter model with simulation based annealing technique to develop a suitable and effective algorithm for crack detection in a damaged beam structure. Perera and Torres [5] have formulated a non-classical optimisation procedure using genetic algorithm and have proposed the methodology to identify damaged area in the damaged structural beam. Chen et al. [6] have developed an optimized procedure in a vibration based model using genetic algorithm by positioning the piezoelectric sensor for crack identification in a wing composite box. They have used HilbertHuang transform to detect crack in large structure. Panigrahi et al. [7] have presented a paper on microscopic structural damage identification by formulating genetic algorithm based objective function. Vakil-Baghmisheh et al. [8] have formulated a procedural technique for fault diagnosis using binary and continuous genetic algorithm in a damaged crack model by minimising the parameters based on the variation in the experimental and theoretically estimated natural frequencies. Saridakis et al. [9] have studied the coupling effect in a bending vibration of a cracked shaft and introduced a technique to identify rotational angle of crack and evaluated crack characteristics by selecting and minimising effective objective function. Meruane and Heylen [10] have introduced a damage penalization factor to eliminate false damage detection in presence of machine operational noise using a real coded hybrid genetic algorithm program for damage diagnosis of dynamically vibrating structure. Nobahari and Seyedpoor [11] have developed an effective and successful optimization technique using genetic algorithm in a dynamically vibrating structure with multiple damage based on evaluated natural frequency using finite element analysis. They have compared their result with two bench mark test results as a mark of computational robustness of their proposed methodology. Buezas et al. [12] have studied a genetic algorithm based optimized methodology to deal with the crack detection in dynamically vibrating structures by introducing a novel concept based on the approach of the crack interface contact. They have used experimental data as input parameters to the adopted procedure for crack diagnosis of the damaged vibrating structures. The benefits of procedure for automated damage identification and diagnosis is low maintenance and repair cost. Zhang and Randall [13] have presented a combined application of kurtogram and genetic algorithm for fault diagnosis of roller element bearing. Vibration signals are initially captured using fast kurtogram and final optimization is made using genetic algorithm. The results of combined applications are quite encouraging over other optimal procedure for resonant demodulation. Parhi et al. [14] [15] [16] [17] have used various techniques for fault diagnosis of cracked structures. Perera et al. [18] have established a genetic algorithm program based on the solution of 3827 multi objective optimization for crack detection and diagnosis. They have compared aggregating function based GA optimization.
Friswell et al. [19] have presented a methodology combining Eigen sensitivity method with Genetic algorithm for identification of crack positions in a dynamically vibrating beam structures. Xiang et al. [20] have modelled the damaged shaft using wavelet based technique to obtain precise modal parameter like natural frequencies. They used first three relative natural frequencies to locate the crack and used genetic algorithm to detect the extent of damage in the cracked shaft. They have presented a novel methodology for identifying crack position and estimate crack intensity in a rotating beam. Zhang et al. [21] have introduced a genetic algorithm based programming to detect faults in rotating machine. The result obtained is suggested to be better or match with the performance obtained through other technique like ANN or support vector machines. Singh et al. [22] have developed a genetic algorithm based technique utilizing transversely applied induced force to the shaft rotating at various frequencies of a harmonically excited vibration unit to identify and locate multi cracks and the depth of cracks in two stages of testing process. Nguyen et al. [23] have designed a technique using Genetic Algorithm and Adaptive Network based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) for fault detection and diagnosis using the parameters governing system conditions of vibration analysis. They have tested the proposed model successfully with accuracy. Parhi et al. [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] have analyzed AI techniques for solving various engineering problems. Pawar et al. [30] have used fuzzy and genetic algorithm based on line damage monitoring hybrid technique for composite rotor blade. They have used the deviations in force and displacement measurements to formulate the rules for fuzzy system and developed a data pool for genetic algorithm to solve the initially optimized problem. The papers [31] [32] [33] [34] have discussed about application of various AI techniques in engineering problems. Paper [35] [36] [37] [38] discuss about use of techniques such as artificial immune system, neuro-fuzzy inference technique for various engineering applications. Paper [39] discusses about dynamic study of beam type structure subjected to moving mass. Papers [40] [41] [42] [43] discuss vibration characteristics of beam structures having faults. The papers [44] [45] [46] [47] elaborate on Fuzzy method, Cuckoo Search method and their application in navigation and control field. Shaari et al. [48] discussed regarding crack growth in a square prismatic. Lau et al. [49] discussed regarding vibration damping behaviours of graphene reinforced nanocomposites. Er-raoudi [50] et al. used artificial neural network for fault detection of gears. Several other researchers [51] [52] [53] analyzed the mechanical properties of different forms of composite materials in relation to vibrational characterization.
Keeping in view of the limitations available in the existing literature, the current research is aimed toward development of a genetic algorithm based fault detection methodology for free-free beam.
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF VIBRATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FREE-FREE BEAM IN PRESENCE OF CRACK
An analysis of a free-free beam having a transverse crack subjected to both bending and axial load has been considered in the present study. The stiffness matrix in presence of crack is derived as the inverse of compliance matrix. The equivalent compliance matrix is derived assuming location of crack as a node element having no length and mass. Let Ui = additional displacement due to bending load and axial load and Vt = strain energy due to the crack. 
The components of local flexibility matrix per unit width can be expressed as:
The final resulting flexibility matrix ij    over the total breadth B for the beam with edge crack can be written as:
As per Tada et al. [54] ; the expression for strain energy release rate at crack location is written as:
where K11 and K12 represent the stress intensity factors for mode I (opening of the crack) subjected under the load P1 and P2 defined as axial and bending load respectively. Mathematically the stress intensity factors can be written in the form as below;
where i  is stress at the crack cross section due to axial and bending load, so, 
where the terms F1 and F2 can be expressed as: 
Using equation (6) for strain energy release rate and putting it in equation (4), the flexibility matrix can be mathematically written as:
Rearranging da Wd  we get:
The inversion of compliance matrix gives rise to a local stiffness matrix i.e. The normal function defined for the system can be represented as:
where,
are constants and their values can be calculated using boundary conditions. Following are the boundary conditions of a free-free beam under study:
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Also at the section of the crack i.e. at distance L1, due to absence of axial displacement on both left and right side of the crack, we have:
Multiplying, the term 11 12 AE LK K on both sides of the above expression ,we get:
The boundary conditions as defined above and normal functions along with equation (15) Table 1 to Table 5 present the result of numerical analysis for first three relative natural frequencies by varying relative crack depths at different relative crack locations to establish a database for validating the results with the corresponding experimental results. 
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS TO CALCULATE RELATIVE NATURAL FREQUENCIES CONSIDERING VARIOUS CRACK DEPTHS AND CRACK LOCATIONS

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Initially, an aluminum beam specimen of length 100cm, width 50mm and thickness 8mm is made for carrying out experiment. Before the experiment is carried out, a transverse crack is created using a wire cut electrode discharge machine. Following the same procedure, no of specimens are made with cracks at different relative crack locations from one end (0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55) with different relative crack depths (0.15, 0.25, 0.35, 0.45, and 0.55) in each specimen. A vibration testing machine (pulse lite 3560-L machine) was used to study the mode shapes and record natural frequency change of the test beam subjected to free vibration with and without a crack. Specific experiments were conducted step by step with varying locations and crack depths in a systematic manner. As a part of experimental procedure, the specimens were placed in a test rig ( Figure 3 ) with a free-free end conditions and tests were conducted systematically considering different parameters like crack locations, and crack depths. The initial excitation was given on the mid span of the beam using a specialized hammer. To register the 1st, 2nd and 3rd modes of vibration, a piezoelectric accelerometer was placed along the length of beam. The signals representing natural frequency and mode shapes were captured in a vibration analyzer consisting of frequency response spectrum, printer and a desktop computer with dual channel analyzer. The experimental result of corresponding amplitudes is recorded in a digital storage oscilloscope at various crack location along the beam length. 
GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION OF MODE SHAPES OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The following figures represent a comparative study of numerical and experimental analysis at different crack depth and crack locations for different mode shapes of a cracked free-free beam. 
THE PRINCIPLE OF WORKING OF GENETIC ALGORITHM
The principle of working of the technique is a Darwin's theory based population survey that encompasses a procedure for selection of a set of chromosomes, a set of gene with a set of population capable of mutation and breeding. The procedure initiates with a solution set representing chromosomes as population. The new population is generated from a set of old population on the criteria of fitness. The Evaluation procedure is continued under the motivation that the new population is better in fitness than the previous one. On the basis of fitness criteria, new offspring are generated as a part of new solutions. The above process is repeated until some conditions are attained.
Y-Axis
X-Axis Y-Axis X-Axis Figure 13 . Population, chromosome and gene.
Initial Population
A database of initial population is created using a set of individuals called chromosomes. Each individual chromosome is characterized by a set of variables known as genes associated with binary values 1 or 0. Genes are joined as string to form a Chromosome (solution). Parent chromosomes were chosen from a population set based on fitness. Chromosomes with better fitness are more likely to be considered as parent chromosomes.
Selection
Parent chromosomes were chosen from a population set based on fitness. Chromosomes with better fitness are more likely to be considered as parent chromosomes. Two pairs of individuals as chromosomes (parents) are selected purely on their fitness scores that approach to the field variables. Individuals with better fitness values are more likely to be selected for reproduction.
Crossover
Crossover is the most significant step in the genetic algorithm process. The crossover process of parent chromosomes create offspring called as children. In absence of any crossover, offspring are considered as the exact copy of the parent chromosomes. For each pair of parents, a single crossover point is randomly chosen within the genes of the chromosomes and then exchanged themselves as shown below to create new offspring. Two-parent crossover gives rise to two new offspring. Cross over is controlled by cross over rate. 
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New offspring A5 and A6 after single point crossover Figure 14 . Single point crossover to generate new offspring.
Mutation
In simple term, from the new offspring's formed by crossover, it is possible to change the fitness of the new individual by a small random tweak in their genes through a process called mutation. This genetic process is desirable to introduce diversity in the population search and to stop any premature convergence. When the algorithm process terminates and does not produce any further offspring that is different from the previous one it is said to have provided a solution to the problem. Mutation is a significant genetic operator. It is intended to oppose the decreasing rate of solution. It has been observed that mutation is essential to the convergence of the genetic algorithm solution, while cross over is not. Mutation is generally applied only when it is beneficial. Various types of mutation operators used are:
Before Mutation 
Bit flip mutation
In a bit flip mutation technique, one or more random bits from a binary string are selected and flipped either from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0. This is used for binary encoded genetic algorithm. 
Swap Mutation
In this swap mutation, two positions in the chromosome are interchange with their associated value. This is common in permutation based encoding.
Individual chromosome before mutation Individual chromosome after mutation Figure 17 . Swap mutation process.
Scramble mutation
Scramble mutation is a popular mutation technique with permutation representation. In this, a sub set of genes is chosen from the entire string, and their values are shuffled or scrambled randomly.
Individual chromosome before mutation Individual chromosome after mutation Figure 18 . Scramble mutation process.
Inversion mutation
In such mutation technique, a subset of genes is chosen from the entire string and their positions are entirely inversed.
Individual chromosome before mutation Individual chromosome after mutation Figure 19 . Inversion mutation process.
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In the present study, binary encoding mutation technique has been adopted. In such encoding system the bits selected for generating new offspring are inserted as illustrated. In binary encoding mutation, the bit 1 is turned to bit 0, it reduces the numerical values associated with the chromosomes and is referred as up mutation. The outline of the genetic algorithm procedure is presented as follows.
Step-1: Under population survey, chromosomes as parent population are selected from a data pool of random population as input parameters to the model.
Step-2: Fitness of each chromosome as parent population are evaluated from the selected population
Step-3: Crossover/mutation of parents to create offspring
Step-4: Evaluation of fitness of offspring using objective function
Step-5: Output evaluation from the offspring and parents.
Following steps are performed to create new population 5(a) (selection) Parent chromosomes were chosen from a population set based on fitness. Chromosomes with better fitness are more likely to be considered as parent chromosomes. 5(b) (crossover) the process of crossover of parent chromosomes create offspring called as children. In absence of any crossover, offspring are considered as the exact copy of the parent chromosomes. 5(c) (mutation) the mutation of offspring creates new offspring. New offspring created are then placed in new population.
Step-6: (output) the new population generated are then run for the algorithm for evaluation of output Step-7: (test) The program are then continued to run till the end conditions are achieved, then stop and then return to the best solution in the current existing population.
Step-8: (loop) step (5-b) were repeated. The crossover and mutation process largely influence the GA's performance.
ANALYSIS OF CRACK DIAGNOSTIC TOOL USING GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm is a natural selection and genetic based optimisation methodology that is mainly designed to asses effectively for nonlinear applications in a better way in comparison to traditional optimization technique. Further this online assessment is helpful where availability of experience or specialized expert information is scarce or there is difficulty in modeling the problem. The Genetic algorithm comprises of an array of genes and its chromosomes. Each chromosome is treated as an individual in resemblance to the nature. Each chromosome is optimized for its environment and is developed through successive modifications from a no. of generations. The technique is largely accepted as an optimized tool for wide variety of applications in various fields. So for its versatile applicability, Genetic algorithm has been used as a methodology for crack identification in a beam structure. The Genetic algorithm technique adopts the chromosomes which are composed of vibrational parameters like relative natural frequencies, relative mode shapes, relative crack location and relative crack depth. The modal vibration parameters obtained from analytical and numerical investigations are used to create the database for the proposed technique. The proposed model uses large no of chromosomes from the database that act as parent chromosomes. In the present work, every parent chromosome will be attached with relative first three natural frequencies as input data with relative crack location and depth as output data.
An initial data pool of different vibration parameters such as first, second and third relative natural frequencies, relative crack location and relative crack depth is created using the results of numerical and theoretical analysis of the beam under test. The vibration parameters which are considered as a set of variables treated as genes of individual chromosomes associated with binary values 1 or 0. These genes are connected in the form of a string called chromosome. A set of chromosomes form a population set. Parent chromosomes were chosen from the population set based on fitness. Chromosomes with better fitness are more likely to be considered as parent chromosome.
Stage-1: Prediction using data pool set
The initial data pool is obtained from the calculated values of vibration parameters of analytical and numerical results for a free-free beam of specific dimension. All individual data set is represented as chromosome, derived from the developed data pool for the model. In this study, data set has been used from the field to obtain the optimized solution. Thus a search space of different modal parameters is created for the proposed investigations. The relative crack location and crack depth are the output data of the proposed methodology. The initial population with size n is expressed as Initial population P = < L1, L2, L 3…….Ln> where L1, L2, L3 are population member of initial population P If Li, j =no of elements called genes of each population member Li Let every population member consists of five no of genes i.e. L1= {L1,1, L1,2, L1,3, L1,4, L1,5},  L2= {L2,1, L2,2, L2,3, L2,4, L2,5}, L3= {L3,1, L3,2, L3,3, L3,4, L3,5}, Ln= {Ln,1, Ln,2, Ln,3, Ln,4 , Ln,5} where, Element no -a (L1,1 to Ln,1) represented as the first relative natural frequency (frnf), Element no -b (L1,2 to Ln,2) represented as the second relative natural frequency (srnf), Element no -c (L1,3 to Ln,3) represented as the third relative natural frequency (trnf), Element no -d (L1,4 to Ln,4) represented as (rcl1) and is defined as the relative first crack location, Element no -e (L1,5 to Ln,5) represented as (rcd1) and is defined as the relative first crack depth Genetic algorithm uses the relative natural frequency as input data with crack location and crack depth as output data for identifying crack position and depth of crack.
Stage-2: Objective function and Fitness function
To improve the process of damage detection and to minimize computational time it is necessary to consider an objective function appropriate to the problem. If more genes in selected chromosomes come up with binary values 1's then it is considered to be of maximum fitness. An optimal solution is only possible if the objective function is quantified and minimized so that it gives the best outcome from a given population. In the present, work the objective function (J) in terms of frequency difference is given as:
where, g represents the no of generation, subscript f and x represent field and experimental counterpart respectively and frnf, srnf, trnf are first, second and third relative natural frequency.
A fitness function determines the closeness of the solution to the optimum solution of the desired problem. A fitness value is allocated to each string to indicate the closeness to the overall specification of the desired problem. The fitness value will assume the feature of the solution. Normally the fitness function is derived from the objective function. For the minimization problem the fitness function may be considered to be the same as the objective function, while a maximize problem can be converted into a minimization problem defining the fitness function The fitness value can be changed from time to time to generate new strings which is assumed to execute with better performance than the former generation. The fitness function defined in terms of objective function is considered as below
where  is the fitness function.
Stage-3
Cross over for offspring This stage deals with the offspring reproduction by cross over operation by selecting the suitable parent chromosomes from the search space. Two no of offspring chromosomes are produced from the combination of selected parent chromosomes by a single point cross over technique using the encoded data of gene information. Then the optimal solution is obtained by analyzing offspring chromosomes. 
Stage 4: Mutation of the genes
The altering of binary code of the existing genes, the mutation process give rise to a new set of genes leading to a new set of genetic pattern in the search space and an optimal solution is possible by evaluating the fitness of the chromosomes with the mutated genes. The adopted natural selection process plays a vital role in deciding the fate of mutated chromosomes. The best-fitted chromosomes among the general population are the deciding factor to be allowed for mating with other fitted chromosomes. If the mutation process gives rise to undesirable feature, then the criteria for natural selection will cease to ensure the chromosomes do not live to mate. Changing the position and sequence of binary code, a new set of frnf, srnf, trnf, rcl, rcd can be generated by mutation process. For a better look into the mutation process, following are some of the illustrated examples. 
Stage 5: Fittest offspring evaluation
The process for crossover and mutation result in the generation of new offspring with new genes and is evaluated for fittest child through optimization. The results from the data pool are compared with that of newly formed offspring out of crossover and the newly formed chromosomes out of mutation process lead to ensure the fittest offspring. This process of evaluation for fittest offspring is computed using objective function. First three relative modal parameters like natural frequencies are considered as input parameters to the developed genetic algorithm model and two outputs parameters such as relative crack position, relative depth of crack are obtained. The flow chart for the proposed genetic model algorithm is as below. 
Percentage of deviation in crack location
Experimental crack location GA model based crack location 100
Experimental crack location
Percentage of deviation in crack depth
Experimental crack depth GA model based crack depth 100
Experimental crack depth
Genetic algorithm is a powerful intelligent technique to solve optimisation problems with an appropriate selection of parameters and operators that can potentially explore the entire search space for closer solution and reach the global optimum. In the present work, a nonclassical optimization approach involving the various genetic algorithm parameters and operators has been proposed to localize cracked area of the damaged structure. Table 7 shows various genetic parameters and their magnitude used for optimization. 
CONCLUSION
The objective of the present research aims at establishing an effective technique to diagnose cracks in a damaged vibrating beam structure under a complex loading pattern. So a systematic study has been conducted to establish the influence of cracks on the modal characteristics of a damaged beam.
In the present work deviation in the output obtained using various techniques such as numerical and experimental and genetic algorithm have been compared to understand the individual performance of the technique for evaluation of the state of depth and location of the crack. It may be established here that a local flexibility is induced at the crack position and the crack depth change the structural integrity sensitive indicators like relative mode shapes and relative natural frequency. It may be noted here that the crack positions and the crack depths influence mode shapes and the natural frequency of a vibrating beam structure.
In the present research, efforts have been made to locate the position of crack and its severity by adopting Genetic algorithm as an artificial intelligence technique. In such techniques relative natural frequencies obtained from experimental data are considered as input parameters to the Genetic algorithm. Theoretical and numerical analysis establish the fact that the presence of crack influences the vibration parameters like natural frequencies and mode shapes. The natural frequency decreases as the crack locations shifts towards free ends of the beam. Further to state that the relative natural frequency drops with higher crack depths irrespective of crack locations. The output results obtained using genetic algorithm technique are compared with experimental results and the calculated values of deviation do not exceed 3% as evident from Table-6 . For better accuracy, the sophisticated and more sensitive and advanced equipment can be put in place for the conduct of experiments. This will give more reliable output for condition monitoring of structures. The application of genetic algorithm is more useful in the field where traditional methods are incapable to produce desired results. A noticeable change in the relative natural frequencies and relative mode shapes has been observed following a change in the crack locations and crack depths. Changes become more prominent in the relative natural frequencies at higher crack depths. A lower relative crack depth shows a little effect on its relative natural frequencies. The whole study aims at developing an effective crack diagnostic tool for correct prediction of crack locations and crack depths in a cracked beam structure. The influence of crack on modal characteristics like natural frequencies and mode shapes have been studied successfully using the developed tool. A closer agreement in the experimental and genetic algorithm results for crack diagnosis ensures a way for automated condition monitoring of the damaged structures.
